
 
 
 
 
 
2014 CLUB OR INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM/EXPENSE PROPOSAL FORM 
 
PROPOSAL CATEGORY: MABRA and State Championships 
PROPOSAL NAME: Para Cycling 
PROPOSAL CONTACT: Tracy Lea 
PROPOSAL DATE: 12/18/13   SUBMITTED BY: The Sports T.E.A.M./  
       T.E.A.M FUJI 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
It is important that MABRA recognize para cycling. Local racing will help encourage riders with 
disabilities to start cycling and racing. This will further the para cycling movement from the ground up, 
and bolster the talent pool for the sport. It will also help provide more racing opportunities for para 
cyclists who aim to one day cycle at the elite national and/or international level. Currently, para cyclists 
can only race in Nationals, and at other International, sometimes invitational events like various Open 
and World Cup events. This makes it difficult for para cyclist to gain adequate race proficiency before 
racing at an elite level. Though US Para Cycling is performing very well in the world stage, much can 
be done to make para cycling more accessible to all as it is in other countries.   MABRA rider Ronne 
Irvine, a 3 x Para Olympian, is backing and  urging MABRA to vote “yes” on this proposal.  
 
PROPOSAL (details of desired action): 
 
Organize MABRA and State Championships to the following PARA class structure. These classes may 
be held in conjunction with other MABRA championships or as a standalone events.  For instance, Pete 
Swann has been holding a Para cycling TT series, the Wounded Warrior Biycle Race Series 
(http://woundedwarriorbicycleraceseries.weebly.com/) for the past two years in conjunction with other 
MABRA TTs. As a result of his events and providing more race training opportunities for aspiring elite 
para cyclists, he has helped train new para rider, Jason Kimball, towards winning a National Para Track 
title in 2013.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://woundedwarriorbicycleraceseries.weebly.com/


 
 
 
 
 
EVENT TYPES: Road Race, Time Trial, Track and Cyclocross  
 
MEN AND WOMEN FOR ALL EVENTS 
 
1. Para Open:  any distance- this class can be raced with another category ( non disabled): men and 
women categories : 
Disability: Intellectual or Developmental Disability, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Traumatic 
Brain Injury (TBI), and Orthopedic and can include a temporary or non permanent physical disability) 
for men and women categories ( Para Class Equivalent: C4/C51) 
 
2. Physical Disability: any  distance and can be raced with another category ( non disabled) 
    Men and Women Categories:   Disability: Permanent physical disability (i.e. amputation or loss of 
function of any limbPara (Para Class Equivalent: C1/C2/C31) 
 
3. Para Handcycle  : distance : approximately: 15 kilometers for both men and women 
Disability: Lower mobility impairment/amputee that prohibits one from riding a two wheel upright bike 
or a recumbent bike Para Class Equivalent: H1/H2/H3/H41 
 

4. Para Recumbent Cycle or Trike: distance: approximately 20 kilometers for both men and women. 
Disability: Upper mobility, orthopedic and/or balance issues that prohibit one from riding a two wheel 
upright bike or handcycle (Para Class Equivalent: T1/T21) 
 
IMPLEMENTATION & MANAGEMENT 
 
These events can be run with other MABRA Championships or awarded separately. 
 
PARTICIPATION:  10 -20 riders per race; 3-5 riders per category or maybe more given that we have 
the largest Medical Treatment Facility (MTF) and Warrior Transition Brigade (WTB) for the military in 
our region. 
 
Have MABRA BE A LEADER AND THE FIRST Local Association to recognize and support athletes 
with disabilities. 
 
* Note the disabilities definitions is what the Wounded Warrior Bicycle Race Series uses for its events. 
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